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Abstract

Deep learning research, from ResNet to AlphaFold2, convincingly shows that deep
learning can predict the native conformation of a given protein sequence with high accu-
racy. Accounting for the plasticity of protein molecules remains challenging, and powerful
algorithms are needed to sample the conformation space of a given amino-acid sequence. In
the complex and high-dimensional energy surface that accompanies this space, it is critical
to explore a broad range of areas. In this paper, we present a novel evolutionary algorithm
that guides its optimization process with a memory of the explored conformation space, so
that it can avoid searching already explored regions and search in the unexplored regions.
The algorithm periodically consults an evolving map that stores already sampled non-
redundant conformations to enhance exploration during selection. Evaluation on diverse
datasets shows superior performance of the algorithm over the state-of-the-art algorithms.

1 Introduction

The recognition that the three-dimensional/tertiary structure of a protein molecule determines,
to a large extent, its biological function and molecular mechanisms in the cell [3] has motivated
the development of many computational approaches to protein structure modeling over the
years [8]. A decade of work on deep neural networks shows that such networks can accurately
predict contacts between the amino acids that are the building blocks of a protein molecule
when its amino-acid sequence and databases of sequences and structures of known proteins. In
particular, the powerful ResNet model [19] inspired and became a precursor to AlphaFold and
AlphaFold2 [7], which recently demonstrated the ability to predict the native tertiary structure
of a protein amino-acid sequence with extremely high accuracy.

Accounting for the structural plasticity of protein molecules remains challenging, despite
increasing evidence that proteins harness their ability to assume different structures to regular
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molecular interactions [2]. Obtaining a broader view of the structure space accessed by a
protein that goes beyond one structure is important to understand molecular mechanisms and
support the development of therapeutics. The literature on algorithms for exploring the protein
structure space is rich in algorithms operate under the umbrella of optimization and enhance
the sampling capability of Monte Carlo or Molecular Dynamics-based methods [8]. While
these methods can provide great detail on specific systems, they are inferior in their sampling
capability to evolutionary algorithms [13, 15].

In the complex and high-dimensional energy surface that accompanies the structure space,
it is critical for sampling algorithms to explore a broad range of areas to increase the chances
of sampling relevant structures. From now on we will utilize the concept of a conformation,
which indicates a specific choice of representing a tertiary structure that facilitates certain
operators in a sampling algorithm. In this paper, we present a novel evolutionary algorithm
that guides its optimization process with a memory of the explored conformation space so that
it can avoid searching already explored regions and search in the unexplored regions. The
algorithm periodically consults an evolving map that stores already sampled non-redundant
conformations to enhance exploration during selection. Evaluation on diverse datasets shows
superior performance of the algorithm over the state-of-the-art algorithms. Before proceeding
with a description and evaluation of the algorithm, we first provide an overview of related work.

2 Methods

We demonstrate the effects of guiding a conformation sampling algorithm with a memory of
already explored spaces by building over a hybrid/memetic evolutionary algorithm (HEA),
proposed in [14] and evaluated against Rosetta and others [14, 23, 24]. HEA contains the basic
evolutionary ingredients and evolves a fixed-size population of individuals (conformations) for
a number of generations. For the memory of the conformation space, we make use of the
evolving map we developed previously [26, 25] which utilizes low-dimensional representations
of protein conformations. The map represents the explored conformation space effectively by
storing non-redundant diverse conformations and has considerably small storage requirement
compared to a memory which stores all the conformations ever generated. We equip the HEA
algorithm with the map and then change its selection operator which selects the individuals to
construct the next generation. We propose a new selection mechanism that consults the map
to select individuals in a way that allows sampling conformations from the unexplored parts of
the conformation space.

2.1 Summary of HEA

In HEA, the initial population is obtained by applying an initial population operator. In each
generation, individuals in the population are considered parents and offspring are produced
from the parents via a variation operator. The offspring are then subjected to an improvement
operator to improve their fitness. The improved offspring are then combined with the parents
and a selection operator is utilized to select individuals for the next generation.

Initial Population Operator From a given amino-acid sequence, the initial population
operator first creates p identical extended chains, where p is the size of the population, in
Rosetta’s centroid representation. For each amino-acid, the representation models only the
heavy-backbone atoms and a pseudo-atom representing the centroid of the side chain atoms.
To randomize each of these p extended chains, a two-stage MMC search is utilized. The goal for
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the first stage is to randomize the extended chains while avoiding steric clashes (self collisions).
To do so, it employs Rosetta score0 energy function. The second stage employs the score1
scoring function which encourages the formation of secondary structure elements. Each move
in this MMC search is a molecular fragment replacement of length 9. We describe fragment
replacement in the next section. The interested reader can find further details in Ref. [14].

Variation and Improvement Operators In HEA, each individual in the population is
subjected to a variation operator to obtain an offspring. The variation operator applies a
molecular fragment replacement of length 3 that introduces a small structural change over the
parent. Molecular fragment replacement works as follows. A fragment of length m consists of m
consecutive amino acids at positions i through i+m−1 in the chain. All fragment configurations
(3m backbone dihedral angles) of length m drawn out from known native conformations are
stored in a fragment configuration library. To perform molecular fragment replacement of length
m on a conformation, a uniformly random position i is sampled over the amino acid positions
1 to l − m + 1. Here, l is the number of amino acids in the conformation. Then, a random
matching fragment of length m is extracted from the fragment configuration library and used to
replace the 3m dihedral angles of the previously selected fragment in the chain. Any offspring
generated by the variation operator is subjected to an improvement operator that employs local
search to map the offspring to a nearby local minima in the energy landscape. The local search
is greedy in nature and only the moves that lower Rosetta score3 energy are accepted. Each
move in the local search is a molecular fragment replacement of length 3.

Selection Operator HEA uses an elitism-based truncation selection mechanism to select
individuals for the next generation. All individuals (parents and improved offspring) are evalu-
ated using Rosetta’s full centroid scoring function score4 that considers short- and long-range
hydrogen bonding in addition to the terms in score3. Top n% individuals from the parents
are combined with the improved offspring to compete for survival; n is the elitism rate. The
competing individuals are sorted in increasing order of their score4 and the top p individuals
are selected to represent the population for the next generation (p is the size of the population).

2.2 Evolving Map of Explored Space

The map utilizes an energetic layer and a geometric layer to store generated conformations. The
energetic layer is implemented as a 1-D grid defined over Rosetta score4 energy intervals in the
range [−200, 0]. The choice of the bounds reflects the facts that positive energy conformations
are of very low quality (conformation sampling algorithms start producing negative energy
conformations very early) and our experiments reveal that the score4 energy of a generated
conformation is comfortably over −200 Rosetta Energy Units (REUs). Each interval in the grid
is set to a small value of 2 REUs.

For each such energy interval, a 3-D geometric grid of 3 shape-similarity features is defined.
These features are the first momenta of atomic distance distributions from 3 reference points
that summarize a conformation. The reference points are the molecular centroid (ctd), the
farthest point from the centroid (fct), and the farthest point from fct (ffct). Each cube in the
grid is represented by the integer levels of these first momenta.

For each conformation (di) generated by HEA, we consider including it in the map as follows.
We first map it to a energy interval in the energetic layer based on its score4 energy. We then
map di to a cube in the geometric layer residing in the energy interval based on its shape-
similarity features. If di fall on an empty cube, it is stored in the cube. If there is already a
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conformation (dj) in the cube, we replace dj with di in the cube if di has a lower energy than
dj ; otherwise, di is excluded from the map.

2.3 Guiding with the Map

The selection operator in HEA is modified to allow consultation with the map to select individu-
als for the next generation. How often this consultation happens is governed by the consultation
frequency f . In all the generations the map is not consulted, the selection operator works the
same as the selection operator in HEA.

In any generation g, let the f generation earlier version of the ever-evolving map be denoted
as MAPg−f . The selection mechanism checks the MAPg−f in every f generations during
selection. The map consulted is always the f generation earlier version to provide the individuals
in the MAPg−f enough opportunities to reproduce and improve. This enables the algorithm to
exploit the conformation space around these individuals. Starting with an empty selection pool,
during each consultation, the parents and offspring that fall on empty cubes in the MAPg−f

are added to the selection pool. The parents and offspring that fall on already occupied cubes
are excluded from the selection pool as the conformation space around these individuals have
already been explored.

After all the individuals are checked, two scenarios can occur. First, the selection pool
contains more individuals than the population size. In this case, we apply truncation selection
to bring the selection pool down to the population size. Second, the selection pool contains less
individuals than the population size. In this case, we randomly select the rest of the individuals
from the map and apply molecular fragment replacement of length 9 on them once to have
bigger structural change for exploration in the unknown parts of the landscape and get more
diverse conformations.

When the above process is completed, the selection pool contains the same number of
individuals as the population size. These individuals constitute the next generation.

2.4 Implementation Details

The population size p is set to 100 and the elitism rate n for elitism-based truncation selection
is set to 25%, as in [14]. As is commonly done for evolutionary algorithms, the termination
criterion is set to a total budget of fitness/energy evaluations. The algorithm is executed for
a fixed budget of 10M energy evaluations. The consultation frequency f is set to 15. The
algorithm is implemented in python and interfaces with the PyRosetta library. The algorithm
runs for 2 − 5 hours on one Intel Xeon E5-2670 CPU with 2.6GHz base processing speed and
100GB of RAM. The runtime differs mainly because of different lengths of the target proteins.
The algorithm is run 5 times on each target to account for the variance due to stochasticity.

3 Results

3.1 Experimental Setup

We carry out our evaluation on two datasets. The first is a benchmark dataset, introduced
in [11] and complemented with more targets [14, 4, 22]. The dataset contains 10 target proteins
of varying lengths (varying from 53 to 123 amino acids) and folds (α, β, and α + β). The
second dataset consists of 10 hard, free-modeling targets from CASP12 and CASP13. This
CASP dataset has also been used in recent work [24, 25, 21].
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We refer to the algorithm described in Section 2 as HEA-Map. HEA-Map is compared
to HEA for a baseline comparison. We also compare HEA-Map to two other state-of-the-art
decoy generation algorithms. One is Rosetta’s Simulated Annealing Metropolis Monte Carlo
(SA-MMC) based decoy sampling algorithm. The other is a recent subpopulation EA, SP-
EA+ [20], that aims to prevent premature convergence and retain diversity during optimization
by evolving and maintaining multiple subpopulations.

The HEA-Map, HEA, and SP-EA+ algorithms are run 5 times on each target sequence, and
what we report here is the best performance over 5 runs combined. Each run exhausts a fixed
computational budget of 10M energy evaluations for a total of 50M energy evaluations for the 5
runs. Rosetta is run for 54M energy evaluations. As is practice in EAs for PSP evaluation [17],
performance is measured by lowest reached energy and the lowest reached distance to the
known native conformation of the target. The later is important because lower energies do not
necessarily correlate with proximity to the native conformation. We use a popular proximity
measure least root-mean-squared-deviation (lRMSD) [9]. After a decoy conformation and a
given native conformation are optimally superimposed to remove differences due to rigid-body
motions in 3D (rotations and translations), lRMSD measures the Euclidean distance averaged
over the atoms under comparison; a lower score indicates a better proximity. In template-free
PSP, the comparison typically focuses on the main carbon atoms or the CA atoms.

To present a principled evaluation, we further strengthen our comparison with statistical
significance tests. We utilize Fisher’s [6] and Barnard’s [1] exact tests for this purpose. Although
Fisher’s conditional test is widely adopted for statistical significance, Barnard’s unconditional
exact test is generally considered more powerful than Fisher’s test for 2x2 contingency matrices.

Finally, to provide a complete picture and measure how much better or worse performance is
achieved on each target, we also employ performance profiles [5]. Performance profiles show the
cumulative distribution functions for different performance ratios for a evaluation metric that
reveal major performance characteristics. Let us briefly summarize the concept of performance
profiles. Performance profiles provide us with a way of depicting how frequently a particular
algorithm is within some distance of the best algorithm for a particular problem instance/target.
So, for each problem instance, we first compute the best method, and then for every other
method, we determine how far they are from optimal. We vary the performance ratio (pr) over
a range for this analysis. Specifically, for a given pr, measure reached means that an algorithm
comes within a factor of pr of the best measure over all algorithms on a given target. The
number of targets where an algorithm does this is tallied up, and this becomes indicative of its
performance, also referred to as number of problems solved, at a given performance ratio. In
our case, problem instances are our targets in the dataset in consideration.

3.2 Evaluation on Benchmark Dataset

Table 1 shows the lowest score4 energy reached by each of the algorithms under comparison
on the benchmark dataset. Table 1 shows that HEA-Map achieves lower energy than all other
algorithms in 8/10 cases. In a head-to-head comparison, HEA-Map beats all other algorithms
comfortably and achieves lower energy than Rosetta in 9/10 cases, than HEA in 8/10 cases, and
than SP-EA+ in 9/10 cases. Table 5(a) evaluates the 1-sided statistical significance tests of the
performance of HEA-Map over the other algorithms. Table 5(a) shows that the performance
improvements are statistically significant at 95% confidence level (p-values < 0.05) for both
Fisher’s and Barnard’s tests.

Table 2 shows the lowest lRMSD to the native conformation reached by each of the algo-
rithms under comparison on the benchmark dataset. Table 2 shows that HEA-Map achieves
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Table 1: Comparison of the lowest energy obtained by each algorithm under comparison on
each of the 10 benchmark targets is shown in Columns 4-7. The PDB ID of the known native,
sequence length, and fold of each target are shown in Columns 1-3. The lowest energy value
reached per target is marked in bold.

Lowest Energy (REUs)
PDB ID Length Fold Rosetta HEA SP-EA+ HEA-Map
1ail 73 α −29.9 −56.1 −81.3 −84.7
1bq9 53 β −46.9 −50.5 −64.2 −71.1
1c8ca 64 β −101.4 −86.4 −78.3 −105.7
1cc5 83 α −82.5 −68.6 −76.4 −93.7
1dtja 76 α+ β −72.5 −82.2 −72.6 −90.9
1hhp 99 β −106.3 −104.5 −83.5 −81.4
2ci2 83 α+ β −37.8 −109.8 −82.7 −108.8
2ezk 93 α −51.1 −100.7 −135.2 −138
2h5nd 123 α −82.5 −129 −139.1 −161.9
3gwl 106 β −68.2 −100 −117.8 −133.7

lower lRMSD than all other algorithms in 6/10 cases. In a head-to-head comparison, HEA-Map
beats all other algorithms comfortably and achieves lower lRMSD than Rosetta in 7/10 cases,
than HEA in 9/10 cases, and than SP-EA+ in 7/10 cases. Table 5(b) evaluates the 1-sided sta-
tistical significance tests of the performance of HEA-Map over the other algorithms. Table 5(b)
shows that the performance improvement over HEA is statistically significant at 95% confidence
level (p-values < 0.05) for both Fisher’s and Barnard’s tests. Performance improvement over
Rosetta and SP-EA+ are not statistically significant at 95% confidence level but the p-values
are close to 0.05.

Table 2: Comparison of the lowest lRMSD to the native conformation obtained by each algo-
rithm under comparison on each of the 10 benchmark targets is shown in Columns 4-7. The
PDB ID of the known native, sequence length, and fold of each target are shown in Columns
1-3. The lowest lRMSD value reached per target is marked in bold.

Lowest lRMSD (Å)
PDB ID Length Fold Rosetta HEA SP-EA+ HEA-Map
1ail 73 α 4.5 1.4 1.2 1.4
1bq9 53 β 2.9 3 4.7 2.8
1c8ca 64 β 2.2 4.8 3.6 3.7
1cc5 83 α 3.7 4.7 4.7 4.4
1dtja 76 α+ β 2.3 4.2 2.5 2.8
1hhp 99 β 10.1 8.8 8.2 7.8
2ci2 83 α+ β 5.8 3.7 3.5 3.3
2ezk 93 α 3.6 3.4 2.9 2.7
2h5nd 123 α 7.4 6.2 7.4 5.3
3gwl 106 β 5.8 5.4 2.9 2.7

Figure 1(a) shows the performance profiles of each algorithm over the benchmark dataset in
terms of the lowest energy reached. Figure 1(a) shows that the probability of HEA-Map to be
the optimal algorithm among these 4 algorithms is about 0.80, considerably more than any of
the other algorithms. At pr = 1.1, HEA-Map succeeds for 90% targets. HEA-Map and SP-EA+

reaches a success of 100% at a pr = 1.4, while HEA do so at pr = 1.6. Rosetta’s performance
profile rises very slowly and reaches 100% at pr = 3.0. Figure 1(b) relates a similar analysis
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focusing on the lowest lRMSD to the native conformation and shows that the probability of
HEA-Map to be the optimal algorithm among these 4 algorithms is about 0.60, considerably
more than any of the other algorithms. At pr = 1.2 and pr = 1.3, HEA-Map succeeds for 80%
and 90% targets respectively. HEA-Map and SP-EA+ reaches a success of 100% at a pr = 1.7,
while HEA do so at pr = 2.2. Rosetta saturates at pr = 2.2 with a success for 90% targets.
These results clearly establish HEA-Map as the superior algorithm.

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Performance profiles for the algorithms on (a) lowest energy and (b) lowest lRMSD
metrics on the benchmark dataset.

These results show the utility of guidance by the map for conformation sampling. The
superior performance of HEA-Map suggests the algorithm is able to sample from the parts
of the conformation space missed by the algorithms that does not use the map to enhance
exploration. The quality of the conformations obtained by HEA-Map is shown qualitatively in
Fig. 3, which draws the lowest-lRMSD conformation obtained by HEA-Map (drawn in blue) in
three selected targets, superimposing it over the known native (drawn in olive). Rendering is
performed with the CCP4mg molecular graphics software [10].

3.3 Evaluation on CASP Dataset

Table 3 shows the lowest score4 energy reached by each of the algorithms under comparison
on the CASP dataset. Table 3 shows that HEA-Map achieves lower energy than all other
algorithms in 7/10 cases. In a head-to-head comparison, HEA-Map beats all other algorithms
easily and achieves lower energy than Rosetta in 9/10 cases, than HEA in all cases, and than
SP-EA+ in 8/10 cases. Table 5(c) evaluates the 1-sided statistical significance tests of the
performance of HEA-Map over the other algorithms. Table 5(c) shows that the performance
improvements are statistically significant at 95% confidence level (p-values < 0.05) for both
Fisher’s and Barnard’s tests.

Table 4 shows the lowest lRMSD to the native conformation reached by each of the algo-
rithms under comparison on the benchmark dataset. Table 4 shows that HEA-Map achieves
lowest lRMSD in 9/10 cases. In a head-to-head comparison, HEA-Map beats all other algo-
rithms comfortably and achieves lower lRMSD than Rosetta in 9/10 cases, than HEA in all
cases, and than SP-EA+ in 8/10 cases. Table 5(d) evaluates the 1-sided statistical significance
tests of the performance of HEA-Map over the other algorithms. Table 5(d) shows that the
performance improvements are statistically significant at 95% confidence level (p-values < 0.05)
for both Fisher’s and Barnard’s tests.
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Table 3: Comparison of the lowest energy to the native conformation obtained by each algorithm
under comparison on each of the 10 CASP targets is shown in Columns 3-6. The CASP ID of
the native and the sequence length of each target are shown in Columns 1-2. The lowest energy
value reached per target is marked in bold.

Lowest Energy (REUs)
Domain Length Rosetta HEA SP-EA+ HEA-Map
T0859-D1 129 −99.5 −88 −92.4 −103
T0886-D1 69 −89.2 −69.9 −41.4 −83
T0892-D2 110 −101.8 −116.3 −76.7 −120.8
T0897-D1 138 −141.4 −135.2 −138.8 −152.9
T0898-D2 55 −65.5 −65.7 −51 −70.1
T0953s1-D1 67 −51.8 −55.8 −67 −60.7
T0953s2-D3 93 −53.1 −62.2 −44.5 −66.3
T0957s1-D1 108 −121.5 −102.6 −111.2 −124.3
T0960-D2 84 −79.7 −67.6 −63.2 −87.5
T1008-D1 77 −164.2 −148.4 −170.9 −167

Table 4: Comparison of the lowest lRMSD to the native conformation obtained by each algo-
rithm under comparison on each of the 10 CASP targets is shown in Columns 3-6. The CASP
ID of the native and the sequence length of each target are shown in Columns 1-2. The lowest
lRMSD value reached per target is marked in bold.

Lowest lRMSD (Å)
Domain Length Rosetta HEA SP-EA+ HEA-Map
T0859-D1 129 10.6 9.6 9.2 9.1
T0886-D1 69 6.3 6.4 6.2 5.8
T0892-D2 110 8 7.2 6.7 6.8
T0897-D1 138 9 9.3 8.4 8.1
T0898-D2 55 6.5 6.1 5.8 5.8
T0953s1-D1 67 7 6.2 5.7 5.6
T0953s2-D3 93 8.7 8 8 7.6
T0957s1-D1 108 6.9 7.4 7.2 6.2
T0960-D2 84 7.2 7.6 7.3 7.2
T1008-D1 77 3.2 3.6 3.6 3

Figure 2(a) shows the performance profiles of each algorithm over the CASP dataset in
terms of the lowest energy reached. Figure 2(a) shows that the probability of HEA-Map to
be the optimal algorithm among these 4 algorithms is about 0.70, considerably more than any
of the other algorithms. At pr = 1.1, HEA-Map succeeds for 90% targets. HEA-Map and
SP-EA+ reaches a success of 100% at a pr = 1.2, while HEA and Rosetta do so at pr = 1.3.
The performance profile of SP-EA+ rises very slowly and reaches 100% at pr = 2.2. Figure 2(b)
relates a similar analysis focusing on the lowest lRMSD to the native conformation and shows
that the probability of HEA-Map to be the optimal algorithm among these 4 algorithms is
about 0.90, considerably more than any of the other algorithms. HEA-Map reaches a success
of 100% at a pr = 1.1, while SP-EA+ and HEA do so at pr = 1.2. Rosetta reaches 100% at
pr = 1.3. These results agree with the results in the benchmark dataset and emphasizes the
effectiveness of guidance by the map to achieve more exploration of the energy landscape. The
superior ability of HEA-Map to sample lower energy regions in the landscape also translates
into better quality conformations closer to the native conformations.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: Performance profiles for the algorithms on (a) lowest energy and (b) lowest lRMSD
metrics on the CASP dataset.

Table 5: Comparison of HEA-Map to other algorithms via 1-sided Fisher’s and Barnard’s tests.
The tests evaluate the null hypothesis that HEA-Map does not achieve (a) lower lowest energy
on benchmark dataset, (b) lower lowest lRMSD on benchmark dataset, (c) lower lowest energy
on CASP dataset, (d) lower lowest lRMSD on CASP dataset, considering each of the other
algorithms in turn. P-values less than 0.05 are marked in bold.

(a)
Test Rosetta HEA SP-EA+

Fisher’s 0.0005467 0.01151 0.0005467
Barnard’s 0.0002012 0.005909 0.0002012

(b)
Test Rosetta HEA SP-EA+

Fisher’s 0.08945 5.95e-05 0.08945
Barnard’s 0.05789 2.00e-05 0.05789

(c)
Test Rosetta HEA SP-EA+

Fisher’s 0.0005467 5.41e-06 0.01151
Barnard’s 0.0002012 9.54e-07 0.005909

(d)
Test Rosetta HEA SP-EA+

Fisher’s 5.95e-05 5.41e-06 0.002739
Barnard’s 2.00e-05 9.54e-07 0.001288

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we present an EA that is guided by a map of the already explored parts of the
conformation space. The EA is able to sample from unexplored regions of the conformation
space through periodically excluding sampled individuals from selection and generating rea-
sonably different new individuals. The results presented in the previous section demonstrates
the effectiveness of the proposed EA for sampling better quality conformations and shows the
potential of such mechanisms to enhance exploration. This work opens up a promising direction
for further research. Future work will investigate the use of such maps to guide other conforma-
tion sampling algorithms in addition to the single-objective EA employed here and other ways
to guide sampling with a memory of the conformation space.

It is worth noting that, recently, significant focus is placed on deep learning frame-
works [16, 19], most prominently represented by AlphaFold2 [7], which leverage strong inductive
bias to generate one high-quality conformation of a target protein sequence. The analysis in [18]
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1ail (lRMSD = 1.4Å) 1dtja (lRMSD = 2.8Å) 3gwl (lRMSD = 2.7Å)

Figure 3: The conformation obtained by HEA-Map that is closest to the native conformation
is shown for three selected cases, the protein with known native conformation under PDB ID
1ail (left), 1dtja (middle), and 3gwl (right). The HEA-Map conformation is in blue, and the
known native conformation is in olive.

confirms that conformations generated for a variety of proteins are of high-quality but of vary-
ing confidence over regions of the protein sequence. Our own analysis (and that of others, data
not shown) confirms that even though the AlphaFold2-advance implementation from Colab-
Fold [12] allows generating a few dozen conformations for an input amino-acid sequence, the set
is homogeneous and does not capture the possible diversity of the conformation space. We be-
lieve that conformation sampling algorithms and, in particular, evolutionary algorithms, which
allow balancing between exploration and exploitation, are worth exploring and advancing to
provide a broader view of the conformation space for a richer understanding of structure-based
mechanisms and protein biological function.
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